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INTRODUCTION
The internet’s first advert was served in 1994; this banner ad went live on hotwired.com, reading “have you
ever clicked your mouse right here? You will”. This campaign spoke to the technological advancements ahead
and the highly anticipated and limitless possibilities of the future. Fast forward to 2020, and online advertising
has surpassed USD$340bn (£259.3bn), and accounts for over 50% of all media spend globally.
At its core, programmatic advertising is an automated way to buy or sell online media using a combination
of technologies. In this sense, it shares similarities with traditional centralised financial (tradfi) and
derivative exchanges.
Buyers and sellers transact online media programmatically in 1/1000th of a second via preset strategies1. Data
is relayed between a webpage to multiple centralised servers to deliver an advert concurrently with content as
the page loads.
However, this is where the similarities to tradfi end. There is no single source of reporting within the advertising
market; so, unlike tradfi, where options contracts are paid out on NYSE reporting (for example), you have
multiple parties reconciling enormous data sets.
Incumbents within the programmatic ecosystem created efficient means for trading ads online through the realtime exchange and bidding of user data, with quantifiable return on investment fueled by rapid innovation.
As a result, the industry has become highly fragmented by technology providers offering a multitude of different
services. However, the market is dominated by Facebook and Google, whose 'walled gardens' claimed a 53.3%
share of all digital advertising spend (worth around $181.5bn)2. Several inefficiencies persist within the tech
industry due to the reliance on centralised exchanges such as these platforms.

THERE IS NO SINGLE SOURCE OF REPORTING WITHIN THE ADVERTISING
MARKET; SO, UNLIKE TRADFI, WHERE OPTIONS CONTRACTS ARE PAID
OUT ON NYSE REPORTING (FOR EX AMPLE), YOU HAVE MULTIPLE PARTIES
RECONCILING ENORMOUS DATA SETS.

1.

https://epom.com/blog/programmatic/the-anatomy-of-programmatic

2.

eMarketer, October 2020. Includes advertising that appears on desktop and laptop computers and mobile phones, tablets, and other internetconnected devices, and includes all the various formats of advertising on those platforms; net ad revenues after companies pay traffic
acquisition costs (TAC) to partner sites
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THE GOOGLE-FACEBOOK DUOPOLY
2021 saw an abundance of challenges for the digital marketing industry to contend with, including market
insecurity as a global pandemic ripped through the industry, growing scrutiny of GDPR compliance, consumer data
privacy concerns, and the continued phasing out of Google’s third-party cookies.
Google and Facebook are some of the largest consumers, creators, and sellers of data. Their advanced machine
learning around their users’ data has solidified their market share. Independent technology companies have
successfully offered alternative solutions to help publishers generate revenue. However, they’ve exacerbated
the issue by creating an ‘ad tech tax’: for every $5 spent by advertisers in 2020, a publisher received $2.55, and
approximately one-third of supply chain costs were ‘completely untraceable’. In 2017, Marc Pritchard, chief brand
officer for Procter and Gamble, referred to “a media supply chain that is murky at best and fraudulent at worst”.
His words have been echoed, not just by other marketing leaders, but by regulatory bodies who have questioned
Google and Facebook’s walled gardens and their role in creating a duopoly in the market.

But what does it mean? How did it happen and why is it so bad?
The partnership between Facebook and Google is not the first time the market has witnessed monopolies and
duopolies; with the rapid innovation of the ad tech world, a lot of companies have been breaking boundaries,
leading the market with their technological advantages. This is not unique to this market — it is present in every
industry. However, when it comes to the online advertising market, Google and Facebook have a giant head start.
Google and Facebook’s head start has been successfully maintained due to the enormous barriers clients and media
agencies face when entering the market. In recent years in particular, clients and media agencies have become
totally reliant on the easy scale that the duopoly has provisioned, which enables an almost friction-free way of
communicating to large audiences and accessing large amounts of user data. This makes it virtually impossible
for any alternative solution to provide the same kind of offer.
However, this is not without its challenges and issues: in April 2021, an antitrust case filed against Alphabet
accused Google of running a secret project in collaboration with Facebook ‘designed to give their clients
competitive advantage over others by revealing exchange data not accessible by all”. By the end of July 2021,
35 states in the US filed a separate antitrust suit against Google, following these claims that the company
engaged in illegal behaviour to maintain a monopoly on the search business.3

3.

https://www.vox.com/recode/2020/12/16/22179085/google-antitrust-monopoly-state-lawsuit-ad-tech-search-facebook
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We are now entering what we at Alkimi believe will be a huge period of change for the advertising industry.
Google is now wrestling with regular complaints from governments across the globe about its infringements of
users’ personal data. Meanwhile, Meta — Facebook’s parent company — has reported that Facebook’s daily users
have decreased for the first time in the platform’s 18-year history, and that the social media platform is struggling
to adapt to the changes made by both Apple and Google which have affected its ability to attribute advertiser spend
to device IDs.
“If history teaches us anything about monopolies, duopolies, or any other defined industry hierarchy, it’s this:
Nothing lasts forever. Just ask AOL, Napster, MySpace” Mediaocean CEO Bill Wise stated.4
If Web 1.0 was ‘Read’ and Web 2.0 was ‘Read and Write’, Web 3.0 is about the user: the user of your site, the user of
your brand, and the user as your reader. Web 3 will allow users to take back the sovereignty of their data online for
the first time ever.
Web 3.0, in the context of Ethereum, refers to decentralised apps that run on the blockchain. These are apps that
allow anyone to participate without monetising their personal data.

Cookies & distrust — the issue of consent
Central to the industry's concern is the phasing out of third-party cookies: will something replace them? How will
the current programmatic structure work without them? What is the impact on the industry?
For years, websites have been using cookies to track website visitors, collect data, and improve the user experience.
The collection of data via tracking cookies has allowed marketers to target ads to the proper audiences. These
cookies are also used to learn what users are checking out on different websites.

IF HISTORY TEACHES US ANY THING ABOUT MONOPOLIES, DUOPOLIES,
OR ANY OTHER DEFINED INDUSTRY HIERARCHY, IT’S THIS: NOTHING
LASTS FOREVER. JUST ASK AOL , NAPSTER, MYSPACE
Bill Wise, CEO Mediaocean

4.

https://whatsnewinpublishing.com/the-crack-in-the-wall-of-the-facebook-google-ad-duopoly/
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Where did it all go wrong?: The perfect storm for change
With numerous data breaches affecting millions of emails and passwords over the last decade, users have been at
the forefront of the harsher side of digital data collection; many internet users can count on both hands the number
of times they have received the notification on their phones or internet browsers that their passwords and data has
been compromised. The contemporary, conscious consumer wants more control over their data, especially as they
are witnessing its abuse and exposure on a regular basis.
The erosion of user trust from this kind of data breaching event and the recent introduction of new data privacy
and protection laws, such as Europe’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), have put data protection at the
top of governmental agendas. Regulators are invested in protecting their citizens from fraud, hacks, and digital
opportunism as the world becomes a digital economy.
A recent study investigated how users responded to different designs of cookie pop-ups, and how these various
design choices can push and influence people’s privacy choices. Interestingly, it suggested that consumers are
suffering with a degree of confusion about the cookie and its function, leading to general distrust of the term
cookie itself. Some of the most shocking were the gaslighting cookie notices, popping up with mocking messages
suggesting that by using the website, you’re consenting to your data being processed how the site sees fit. Next was
the use of cookie walls with the trade of data for content — the user is essentially being held to ransom for use
of their personal data. Overall, the conclusion was that if European web users were given an honest and genuine
choice over whether or not they get tracked around the internet, the overwhelming majority would choose now
to protect their privacy by rejecting tracking cookies.5
The findings of this study highlight how significant a problem consent fatigue and consumer distrust have become
within the existing system. The market seems to have become increasingly out of step with consumers’ expectations
of how data is used, and looking at consumers no longer as individuals, but as numbers, clicks, and impressions.
At the same time, it over inflates the value of data and of targeting of users and is rigged in favour of the big two.
The digital ad market is neither delivering fair value to the companies investing in creating trust in news and
entertainment, nor serving advertisers’ need to build desire and demand for their brands over the long term.
Google Chrome accounts for 66% of the global market share, making it the most widely used browser that allows
both first-party cookies and third-party cookies. Unlike Safari and Firefox, Google does not intend to resolve
privacy concerns by simply blocking third-party cookies, since the company believes that this will cause negative
consequences that could impact the web ecosystem and users. So, currently, there is no definitive date for when
alternatives may be put in place6, leaving mass uncertainty for not only publishers and advertisers, but also for
users, who are left to wonder when their data will be better protected and respected.

5.

https://techcrunch.com/2019/08/10/most-eu-cookie-consent-notices-are-meaningless-or-manipulative-study-finds/

6.

https://www.lotame.com/what-the-third-party-cookie-phaseout-really-means/
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WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
When faced with declining ad revenues, many publishers tactically increase the number of ads on any given
webpage and partner with additional monetisation platforms. This has a negative effect on the user experience
because it results in a barrage of ads and longer page load times. The scale of this problem is huge – the thirdparty JavaScripts used to deliver and track ads online accounts for 57% of overall execution time, and the top 100
domains account for 48% of all third-party requests, which has a direct impact on overall internet speed. If the
top 100 URLs reduce third-party scripts, the entire internet will see a 2–3% performance increase.7 Furthermore,
36% of UK consumers have responded by installing ad blockers to reverse the negative effects caused by too
much advertising.8

INTENDED AND ACTUAL VALUE EXCHANGES OF THE INTERNET
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IF THE TOP 100 URLS REDUCE THIRD-PART Y SCRIPTS, THE ENTIRE
INTERNET WILL SEE A 2–3% PERFORMANCE INCREASE.7
7.

The Web Almanac, 2019 https://almanac.httparchive.org/en/2019/performance

8.

Statista Research Department, 29 Jan 2021
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SAY HELLO TO DECENTRALISATION
The walled gardens — or centralised ad exchanges — that are commonly used today are part of the problem,
as they create a series of high-cost transaction fees and operational inefficiencies. In order to improve the
overall performance of the digital ad industry, there needs to be a solution that increases liquidity and
decentralises control.
Today, a decentralised ad exchange would gain an immediate competitive advantage against centralised
ad exchanges — the top six of which generate c.$5bn (£3.8bn) of revenue per annum.

THE SOLUTION FOR PUBLISHERS — ALKIMI EXCHANGE: SOMETHING
FOR NOTHING PROGRAMME
The Something for Nothing programme is the first of its kind in the digital advertising space and has been
designed to enable publishers to increase revenue by reducing their reliance on centralised exchanges.
Here’s how it works:
●

Publishers integrate a JavaScript tag or prebid bidder into their wrapper

●

Alkimi then bids on these ad units, recording a verified ad impression within the Alkimi Exchange

●

The Alkimi Exchange provides completely transparent reporting of transactions verified by all market
participants, providing publishers with a verifiable source of truth for every bid request, ad impression,
price, and performance measurement data point

●

This enables publishers to work with fewer intermediaries and increases the value of their inventory

●

Publishers not only benefit from increased revenue but are also able to provide more valuable data
to advertisers and establish deeper relationships.

TODAY, A DECENTRALISED AD EXCHANGE WOULD GAIN AN
IMMEDIATE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE AGAINST CENTRALISED AD
EXCHANGES — THE TOP SIX OF WHICH GENERATE C.$5BN (£3.8BN)
OF REVENUE PER ANNUM
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Q&A WITH ALKIMI EXCHANGE’S BEN PUTLEY AND ADAM CHORLEY

“SOMETHING FOR NOTHING IS US STRESS-TESTING THE NETWORK SO
WE’RE ABLE TO SUPPORT THE BILLIONS OF TRANSACTIONS REQUIRED
[...] IN THE PROGRAMMATIC AUCTION. [...] BY GIVING PUBLISHERS
ONE LESS THING TO WORRY ABOUT, WE HOPE THAT [SOMETHING FOR
NOTHING] SUPPORTS FURTHER ACTIVIT Y ELSEWHERE THAT INCREASES
THE QUALIT Y OF EVERY THING THAT’S GOING ON IN ADVERTISING.”
Ben Putley, co-founder and CEO, Alkimi
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ABOUT ALKIMI
We think about advertising differently, so we are building the world’s first decentralised ad exchange, where:
users aren’t a product; publishers aren’t at the behest of Facebook and Google; and advertisers can deliver
their message with value using the principle of Generative Economics. The Alkimi Exchange will reward users,
publishers and advertisers for rebuilding the intended value exchange of the Open Web. Fewer ads, better user
experience, increased engagement.
Visit www.alkimiexchange.com to learn more.

ABOUT EXCHANGEWIRE
ExchangeWire provides news and analysis on the business of media, marketing and commerce with a specific focus
on data and technology. We offer actionable market intelligence on the trends and innovations that are shaping the
media, marketing and commerce industries.
We’re always interested in any technology and business-related news globally, and in particular across EMEA and
APAC. Relevant companies are encouraged to get in touch. We’re also interested in hearing from PR people working
with companies in any of the areas named above.
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